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Organizational Beliefs and Managerial Vision
Eric Van den Steen
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Can managers have an impact on their firm that goes beyond their direct actions
and decisions? This article shows that a manager with strong beliefs about the
right course of action will attract, through sorting in the labor market, employees
with similar beliefs. This alignment of beliefs gives direction to the firm and has
important implications for incentives and coordination. The article then defines
vision, in accordance with the management literature, as a strong belief about
the right course of action, and shows that it may be optimal to hire managers with
such strong beliefs. Vision will be most important when uncertainty is high and
actions are difficult to contract on.

1. Introduction
What is the role of a Chief Executive Ofﬁcer (CEO)? How do managers inﬂuence their companies’ behavior and performance? While economics has done
substantial research on managers’ compensation and incentives, it has usually
assumed that a CEO’s inﬂuence goes solely through her direct actions and decisions. The inﬂuence and role of a CEO, however, should be a research question
in itself. The answer to this question is important, not only for incentives, but
also for organization design and for our understanding of the heterogeneity in
ﬁrm behavior and performance (Mueller, 1990; McGahan, 1999).
While the management literature has discussed extensively the role of the
CEO and of managerial vision, the economic literature on these topics (e.g.,
Rotemberg and Saloner, 1993, 2000), discussed in more detail below, is more
limited. The contribution of this article is to show that a manager can have an
important indirect inﬂuence on a ﬁrm’s behavior and performance. In particular, strong managerial beliefs attract and retain people with similar beliefs,
causing an alignment of beliefs within the ﬁrm that has important implications
for the ﬁrm’s behavior and performance.
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1.1 The Model and Results

The article studies a simple model that focuses on the interaction between a manager’s beliefs and those of her employees. In this model, employees can develop
new projects and get rents from projects that get implemented and are successful. The implementation decision, however, is in the hands of the employee’s
manager. The manager and employee may openly disagree about which type of
project (A versus B) will be successful. This means that I do not impose the
common prior assumption, an approach that I will discuss in more detail.
To derive the sorting effect induced by managerial beliefs, we ﬁrst need to
understand the impact of managerial beliefs on the employees’ effort and utility. The article shows that a stronger belief of the manager increases the effort
and utility of employees who agree with her. The reason is that these employees get easier approval for the projects they undertake, which gives them
a higher expected return on their efforts. Stronger managerial beliefs will decrease the effort and utility of employees who disagree with the manager.
These differential effects on utility then give rise to sorting: a ﬁrm attracts
employees with beliefs that are similar to those of its manager. The resulting
alignment of beliefs gives direction to the ﬁrm and improves coordination,
since it indirectly aligns the beliefs of different employees. Most important,
it eliminates the employees who got most demotivated and the lowest satisfaction from these strong managerial beliefs. This suggests that strong managerial beliefs might be proﬁtable.
In line with the original management literature on the topic, I then deﬁne
‘‘vision’’ as a strong belief by the manager about the future and about the right
course of action for the ﬁrm. To evaluate the proﬁtability of hiring a manager
with such vision, I take the perspective of an outsider, such as the board, with
a ‘‘reference’’ belief and show that it is often optimal for such outsider to hire
a manager whose beliefs are strictly stronger than his own. Such vision will be
most effective with high uncertainty and low contractibility. This suggests that
vision will be more important for, for example, high-tech industries and startups than for established ﬁrms in mature industries.
Although this article concludes that vision may be valuable, casual empiricism and the management literature also suggest that vision has its dark side.
Indeed, apart from the fact that strong beliefs lead to ex post inefﬁcient investment levels and to slow learning in the face of disconﬁrming evidence, ‘‘vision’’ may become an easy excuse for inefﬁcient managerial overconﬁdence,
while boards may hire managers with vision just to hide their own lack of
conﬁdence (Khurana, 2002). This dark side of vision should not stop us, however, from exploring its potential beneﬁts. Management studies conclude that
vision is a key characteristic of effective leaders (Donaldson and Lorsch, 1983;
Bennis and Nanus, 1985; The Economist Intelligence Unit and Korn/Ferry International, 1996), while casual empiricism suggests that managers ‘‘who
know what they want’’ are often most effective. Systematic studies should help
us assess when and to which degree such strong beliefs can be appropriate. To
that purpose, this article abstracts for now from the agency issues mentioned
above.
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1.2 The Literature

The idea that a manager’s inﬂuence goes beyond her direct actions and decisions is well accepted in the management literature. The literature on culture,
for example, has stressed the role of a leader’s values and beliefs in the formation of corporate culture (Donaldson and Lorsch, 1983; Schein, 1985; Kotter and Heskett, 1992). The literature on vision (Bennis and Nanus, 1985;
Tichy and Devanna, 1986) also focuses on how the characteristics and beliefs
of managers inﬂuence employees’ actions and decisions.
Economics has largely neglected these issues. An important exception is
Rotemberg and Saloner (2000), who present a formal model of vision. Extending their work on leadership styles and strategy (Rotemberg and Saloner, 1993,
1994), they consider a ﬁrm with two employees, or product divisions, working
on different projects. Vision in their model is a bias of the manager that makes
him favor one division over the other. Such vision improves the incentives of one
employee at the cost of reducing the incentives of the other. While their article
shows that managerial preferences may matter to ﬁrm performance, it does not
address the question of ﬁrm heterogeneity: in their world, all ﬁrms would hire
equally biased managers and perform exactly the same. The focus on withinﬁrm bias also limits the model to incentive considerations and does not allow us
to study such issues as decision making, sorting, or coordination. In more recent
work, Hart and Holmstrom (2002) consider how managerial characteristics such
as vision may be a determinant of ﬁrm boundaries. Their argument is essentially
that in a world with incomplete contracts, a manager’s bias matters and that
different activities may therefore need different managers. More distantly related is the work by Goel and Thakor (2000), who argue that people who underestimate project risks have a higher probability to win in tournaments and
thus get elected as leader, and that such overoptimism may compensate for risk
aversion. Hermalin (1998) assumes that leaders have better information and
then studies how they can communicate that information to others.
On the empirical side, Bertrand and Schoar (2003) show that a ﬁrm’s policies depend on the identity of the CEO. This, and especially their ﬁnding that
a manager’s policies are correlated with whether he or she attended a Masters
of Business Administration (MBA) program, ﬁts the idea that CEOs may differ
in their beliefs about what is right and that these belief differences have real
implications for ﬁrm behavior and performance. This also ﬁts the observation
that much of the performance differences among ﬁrms cannot be accounted for
by industry or market share (Schmalensee, 1985; Rumelt, 1991; McGahan and
Porter, 1997). In a different strand of literature, Baum, Locke, and Kirkpatrick
(1998) ﬁnd evidence of a positive inﬂuence of vision on venture growth and
survey earlier empirical studies on managerial vision.
On the methodological side, ﬁnally, while ﬁnancial economics has used heterogenous priors since Harrison and Kreps (1978), other ﬁelds have only recently begun to explore its implications (e.g., Morris, 1994; Feinberg, 2000;
Yildiz, 2000; Van den Steen, 2001; Fang and Moscarini, 2005).
Relative to the economic literature, the central contribution of this article is
the sorting effect: it considers the formation of a ﬁrm’s workforce from
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a perspective other than productive ability, throws a new light on the role of the
manager, and derives real economic consequences from this sorting, in terms
of incentives and coordination. Relative to the managerial literature, the article
provides a transparent and formal analysis of vision in the sense of strong
beliefs, suggests new insights such as the sorting effect, and derives predictions
when vision will be most important.
The next section discusses the model and relates my deﬁnition of vision to
that of the management literature. Section 3 considers the impact of managerial beliefs on employees’ decisions, effort, and utility. On that foundation,
Section 4 derives the sorting effect and discusses its implications for incentives
and coordination, while Section 5 considers when vision would be proﬁtable.
Section 6 discusses issues with testing the theory, while Section 7 concludes.
Appendix A discusses potential variations and objections, while Appendix B
contains the proofs.

2. The Model
The model is meant to capture the interaction between a manager and her immediate subordinates. The typical case would be a CEO and her management team.1
For clarity, however, I will use the terminology ‘‘manager’’ and ‘‘employee.’’
The actions and timing are represented in Figure 1. After choosing a ﬁrm to
work for, an employee can try to develop a new project. The employee ﬁrst
chooses the project type, A or B, which are mutually exclusive, and then spends
effort e 2 [0, 1] to develop the project. Spending effort carries a personal cost
c(e) . The probability that the employee generates a project equals his effort e .
If the employee generates a project, the manager decides whether to implement
it, considering not only the project’s expected revenue but also its implementation cost I , which is drawn from a uniform distribution and is observed only
after the project has been generated. The ﬁrm gets a payoff  M from a project
that was implemented and successful, while the employee gets a payoff  E.
Failures generate no payoff for either the ﬁrm or the employee.
The key element of the model is the uncertainty about which type of project
will be successful. In particular, the success of a project depends on its ﬁt with
the (unknown) state of the world X 2 fA, Bg, with X-type projects being successful if and only if the state is X.2 The state may include any factor that has
a bearing on what the optimal action is, including evolution of the industry,
core competences of the ﬁrm, or ‘‘the right way of doing things.’’
All agents in the model have their own subjective belief about the likelihood
of each state. I will use the notation i,Y for the probability that agent i assigns to
the event that the state is Y. Employee E, for example, believes that with
1. Note, however, that a CEO’s vision may inﬂuence employees n levels down the hierarchy via
a cascade of the mechanism discussed in this article.
2. This deterministic connection between state and success simpliﬁes the theory but is not necessary. In particular, in a multiperiod model, it might be better to specify a probabilistic connection
so that the state does not get completely revealed by the outcome of the ﬁrst period.
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Figure 1. Time line of the game.

probability E,A the state is A . Managers, when deciding on implementation,
maximize ﬁrm proﬁts using their subjective belief M,Y. Employees, when
choosing projects and spending effort on developing them, maximize their
expected revenue net of any cost of effort, using their subjective beliefs E,Y.
The agents’ beliefs may differ but are common knowledge. This implies, by
Aumann (1976), that the agents start from differing priors. Such heterogeneous
priors do not contradict the economic paradigm: while rational agents should
use Bayes’ rule to update their prior with new information, nothing is said
about those priors themselves, which are primitives of the model. In particular,
absent any relevant information, agents have no rational basis to agree on
a prior. Harsanyi (1967), for example, observed that ‘‘by the very nature of
subjective probabilities, even if two individuals have exactly the same information and are at exactly the same high level of intelligence, they may very
well assign different subjective probabilities to the very same events.’’ The
reason for following this approach is simply that common knowledge of differing priors is the most transparent and parsimonious way to study the issues
in this article.3 Note that with differing priors, agents will not update their
beliefs merely because they are confronted with someone with a different opinion, unless there is also private information.
Working with differing priors raises the issue how to measure expected profits and thus how to determine the optimal strength of beliefs. Note ﬁrst that,
when determining ‘‘optimal’’ beliefs and the ‘‘optimality’’ of vision, I abstract
from the agency and bounded rationality issues that give rise to a dark side of
vision, mentioned in the introduction. To determine the optimal strength of
beliefs in the face of differing priors, I will use the perspective of an outsider
with a ‘‘reference’’ belief. This outsider can be interpreted as the board, the
ﬁnancial markets, or the researcher doing the analysis. The reference belief
will be denoted p , which I assume p  1/2 without loss of generality. I will
say that a manager is visionary when her belief is stronger than the reference
belief, that is, M;A > p:
3. For a more in-depth discussion of these issues, see Morris (1995), the discussion between
Aumann (1998) and Gul (1998), Yildiz (2000), or Van den Steen (2004a). The last argues explicitly
that differing priors are consistent with the notion of Nash equilibrium and discusses some differences between differing beliefs and differing utilities.
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I further make two sets of assumptions.
Assumption 1. Employees’ beliefs are independent draws from a distribution of beliefs F on [0, 1], with continuous density f.
When indifferent about which ﬁrm to apply to, potential employees randomize between the ﬁrms with equal probability. When indifferent about what action to undertake, employees do as their manager prefers. When indifferent
about implementation, managers do as their employee prefers.
Assumption 2. The implementation cost I is distributed uniformly on [0, 1].
The cost of effort c(e) is twice continuously differentiable with c(0) ¼ c#(0) ¼ 0;
c$(e) > 0; c(1) >  E  M.
2.1 Discussion of the Model

The model implicitly assumes that all ﬁrms’ wages are identical and equal to
zero and that the payoffs  M and  E are exogenously given. The reason for not
considering a more explicit wage setting process is twofold. On the one hand,
none of the many ways to model wage-setting jumps out as the obvious
choice in this context. On the other hand, the basic insights seem to be similar
for all major alternatives, and this model with w ¼ 0 has the most transparent
results and least complicated analysis. While an earlier working paper
showed how the w ¼ 0,  M and  E can be interpreted as the outcomes of
an upfront wage offer combined with ex post bargaining, a serious study
of wages requires an extended model with more ﬁrms and more uncertainty
dimensions.4
While  E can thus be interpreted as the outcome of an ex post renegotiation,
there are other interpretations. A simple one is that  E represents the agent’s
private utility from a successful project. A more interesting version is that, with
unobservable productivity, a successful project signals high productivity and
will be compensated by higher wages in the market, which are then captured
by  E.
The model also assumes that the employee selects the project type. I will
discuss this assumption at the end of Section 4 and consider the effect of having
the manager select the project type.
Incontractibility is another important aspect of the model. In particular, the
model implicitly assumes that the project type, the agent’s effort e , the fact that
someone generates a project, and the future revenues from that project are
economically too complex to contract on. This can be justiﬁed by the difﬁculty
of describing a project that does not yet exist. Section 5.3 considers the effect
4. An earlier working paper also discussed some potential wage effects. Whether wages are higher
or lower under a manager with strong beliefs depends on the distribution of bargaining power between
employee and ﬁrm. The reason is that the manager is willing to pay higher wages, but attracts employees
who are willing to work for lower wages. A second result is that, since many of the employees in a ﬁrm
havestronger beliefsthanthe managerandtheowners,itmaymakesense topaythemwithstockoptions,
in fact paying them with dreams. Moreover, the employees with the strongest beliefs also work hardest,
so that there will be a noncausal correlation between getting stock options and expending effort.
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of contractibility as a parameter. Appendix A further discusses how these contractibility assumptions affect the results.
One ﬁnal remark facilitates the interpretation of the model. The distribution
of beliefs can be interpreted as being generated by the following information
process. All agents start with a common prior that both states are equally likely.
All agents subsequently get a common signal that, for example, the true state is
A, but have their own beliefs about the correctness of that signal. In particular,
agent i believes that the signal is correct with probability i,A.5 Bayesian updating leads agent i to believe that the probability of state A is i,A. The ‘‘reference’’ belief p is the board’s belief about the signal. Note that, in this
interpretation, a ‘‘visionary’’ manager is overconﬁdent relative to the reference
belief.
2.2 A Practical Example

To ﬁx ideas, think back to the time that the Internet was close to taking off
and consider a software product manager who is preparing the next version
of his product. His key issue is whether to improve traditional features or to
add instead Internet capabilities. The success of his product may depend
crucially on this choice. Complicating matters is the fact that the CEO
has the ﬁnal say on any new release. Consider now the case that the product
manager believes the Internet is no more than a fad, while his CEO may be
a true believer.
In this case, contracting on direct output is problematic since it was difﬁcult
to deﬁne Internet-ready, good implementation, and the relative importance of
different features when the Internet was still evolving. Software development
efforts are also difﬁcult to measure objectively. Finally, his product’s success
is obviously a key factor in the product manager’s future wage negotiations (or
promotions), but it is difﬁcult to contract on in advance given the fundamental
uncertainties in the industry.6
2.3 Definition of Vision

Since this paper started out as an inquiry into the workings of managerial vision, the deﬁnition of vision is directly inspired by the original management
literature on the topic. The term ÔvisionÕ was introduced in the management
literature via research on leadership (Bennis, 1982; Bennis and Nanus,
1985) that built on the charismatic (House, 1977) and transformational (Burns,
1978) theories of leadership. Vision was deﬁned as Ôa mental image of a possible and desirable future state of the organizationÕ (Bennis and Nanus, 1985)
and having a vision was found to be a key discriminating characteristic of leaders. While most of the subsequent research-based literature stuck quite closely
5. Note that differing beliefs about the correctness of the common signal is a special case of
differing priors. Agents not only have (prior) beliefs about the state x 2 fa, bg, but also about what
game they are playing, how correct their information is, etc.
6. In this context, it is interesting to note that just before Microsoft announced what later became known as the .NET initiative, Bill Gates handed the title of CEO to Steve Ballmer. The latter
had a reputation of believing much more in the Internet than Gates himself.
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to this original meaning, the popular press and some more recent work have
used the concept much more loosely.7
This paper translates that Ômental image of a desirable state of the organizationÕ into a more prosaic Ôvery strong belief about the optimal future state of
the organizationÕ. While this captures the core elements of ÔvisionÕ as the term
is used in the original literature, some characteristics that are mentioned in that
literature are absent from the model. Most important is probably the claim that
a vision should be attractive (Bennis and Nanus, 1985). Temporarily abstracting from such aspects is useful for two reasons. First of all, it results in a more
transparent analysis. Second, the current results replicate very well the beneﬁts
that the managerial literature ascribes to vision (motivation, direction setting,
consensus, coordination), which suggests that this belief aspect of vision is
indeed one of its core elements.
As mentioned earlier, vision is thus deﬁned in this paper as a strong belief of
the manager about the right course of action for the ﬁrm. Given the setup of the
model, this corresponds formally to the condition that M,A  p.

3. Preliminary Analysis: Decisions, Motivation, and Satisfaction
To understand the effect of managerial beliefs on employee effort and utility, I
consider one speciﬁc employee and work by backwards induction. Given that
the manager can observe the project type prior to implementation, she will
implement a project Y if and only if  MM,Y  I, where M,Y denotes the belief
of the manager that the state is Y. A project of type Y will thus be implemented
with probability  MM,Y, which gives the employee an expected payoff
 E  ME,YM,Y from developing the project. In choosing the project type
and e, the employee thus solves
max

e2½0;1; Y 2fA;Bg

eM E E;Y M;Y  cðeÞ:

The next proposition says that whoever has the stronger belief about what
should be done will determine what the employee does. Denote the strength
of belief by i ¼ maxði;A ; i;B Þ 2 ½1=2; 1; that is,  i is i ’s belief in the state he
considers most likely. An agent has a ‘‘stronger belief’’ if  i is larger. Let X
denote the project type selected by the employee.
Proposition 1. If the manager has the stronger belief, that is, M  E ; then
the employee undertakes the action that his manager prefers, that is,
7. Kouzes and Posner (1987) deﬁne it as ‘‘an ideal and unique image of the future’’; Kotter
(1990) deﬁned vision as ‘‘a description of something (. . .) in the future, often the distant future, in
terms of the essence of what it should be.’’ The Cambridge Dictionaries Online deﬁnes vision as
‘‘the ability to imagine how a country, society, industry, etc. will develop in the future and to plan in
a suitable way.’’ A clear example of a widely expanded notion of vision is the work of Collins and
Porras (1994), who essentially use the term ‘‘visionary’’ as a more catchy synonym for ‘‘admired.’’
Such use of the term has given it a nearly magical meaning. People who are used to this more liberal
use of the term will consider the current deﬁnition very narrow.
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X ¼ argmaxY 2fA;Bg M;Y : Otherwise the employee follows his own opinion, that
is, X ¼ argmaxY 2fA;Bg E;Y :
The intuition is as follows. If the manager and the employee agree on the
optimal action, then E chooses that action. If they have different opinions,
the employee will have to ‘‘disappoint’’ one of the two. Since the roles of
their beliefs are symmetric in the employee’s utility function, it is optimal to
‘‘disappoint’’ the one who holds the weaker belief (i.e., the belief closer to 1/
2). While the simple form of this result depends on the speciﬁc assumptions
of the model, the facts that the employee’s choice is inﬂuenced by the manager’s beliefs as well as by his own beliefs, and that stronger beliefs give the
manager more inﬂuence seem to be very robust.
Given the symmetry in the result, one might wonder what the difference is
between the employee and the manager: Why do managers have a vision while
employees ‘‘only’’ have beliefs? The difference is that, ﬁrst, the manager inﬂuences the decision of the employee but not the other way around, and second,
the manager also inﬂuences other employees.
A different way to look at Proposition 1 is to say that the manager retains
a strong inﬂuence over the project type, even though the choice is formally
delegated to the employee.8 Such indirect authority might, from the perspective of the manager, be more effective than direct authority, since the manager
only has to get involved after the project has already been developed. For such
decision processes, the earlier results imply the following.
Corollary 1 (‘‘Visionary managers have more inﬂuence’’). The prior probability that the project choice is according to the manager’s belief increases in
 M, the manager’s belief strength.
While the manager’s opinion has an important inﬂuence on the decisions of
the employee, it is also a key determinant for the employee’s effort and utility,
that is, his motivation and satisfaction. The following proposition says that
a stronger belief of the manager will motivate the employee and increase
his utility if the employee’s belief is such that he acts according to the manager’s beliefs. Stronger managerial beliefs, however, will demotivate and reduce the utility of an employee who goes against the manager’s opinion. To
state this formally, let N be an open neighborhood of E and M on which the
chosen project type X remains identical and let 0 < i,A < 1 for both agents. Let
ê denote the employee’s optimal choice of effort, while û is his maximized
utility.
Proposition 2. Employee effort ê and utility û strictly increase in the conviction of the manager  M ¼ max( M,A, M,B) (respectively, in the employee’s own
8. An extension of the model might also complement the theory of delegation (Prendergast,
1993; Aghion and Tirole, 1997; Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy, 1999; Zábojnı́k, 2002). The main
conjecture would be that when effort is a complement to the likelihood of success, then the
project type decision should be taken by the person with the more important noncontractible
effort.
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conviction  E) on N if the employee undertakes the action that the manager prefers, that is, X ¼ argmaxY2fA,BgM,Y (respectively, that he himself prefers).
Analogously, employee effort ê and utility û strictly decrease in the manager’s
conviction (respectively, his own conviction) on N if he undertakes the opposite
action of what his manager prefers, that is, X ¼ argminY 2fA;Bg M;Y (respectively, of what he himself prefers).
To see the intuition, suppose that the employee undertakes a project that
is the right course of action according to his manager. As the manager is
more convinced of that action, the probability that she will implement the
project increases. This increases the expected payoff of the employee
from developing the project, which indeed motivates him and gives him
higher utility.
This result can be loosely interpreted as follows:
 Employees with no speciﬁc opinion on the correct action (E close to 1/2)
get more motivated by managers who know precisely what they want, no
matter what they want. The same is true for employees whose utility
depends only on implementation or approval, and not on the ﬁnal success
(since this case is formally equivalent to setting E;X ¼ 1 for the likelihood of whichever action is chosen).
 Employees with a strong opinion about the correct path of action will be
very motivated under managers who agree with them (and more so as the
manager is more convinced of that opinion). But they will be very demotivated under managers with a different opinion.
These statements seem to ﬁt casual empiricism.

4. The Sorting Effect
4.1 Basic Analysis

The effects of beliefs on effort and utility cause sorting in the labor market.9
The basic argument runs as follows.
 Employees get higher utility working for ﬁrms that espouse a vision they
agree with. Firms get higher proﬁts from employees who agree with their
vision, since the latter are more motivated. An efﬁcient labor market
should therefore match employees and ﬁrms with similar beliefs.
 Once sorting has taken place, the beliefs of the employees and the manager are more aligned. This will decrease or even eliminate the demotivating effect that vision had on some employees, so that vision becomes
more effective.
9. Note that effects similar to the ones described here can occur in other types of markets. In
particular, investors (in ﬁnancial markets) will be willing to pay more for equity in ﬁrms whose
managers have beliefs that are similar to their own.
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Figure 2. The choice of firm and action (indicated by the horizontal brackets) by the
employees in function of the beliefs of both the two managers (lM1,A and lM2,A) and the
employees (whose beliefs are distributed over [0, 1 ] according to F ) for two constellations
of the managers’ beliefs (in top and bottom part of the figure).

To study these effects formally, consider again the model of Section 2, but
let the employee, with belief E,A , have the choice between two ﬁrms, F1 and
F2, with managers M1 and M2 who have beliefs M1,A and M2,A, where I assume wlog M1,A  M2,A. There is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium outcome, which gives sorting as indicated in Figure 2.
1M

A

2;
Proposition 3. Let  ¼ M ;A þ1
In any subgame perfect equilibrium, all
M2 ;A
1
employees with E;A >  go to F1 and undertake A, while all employees with
E;A <  go to F2 and undertake B.  decreases in both M1,A and M2,A.

While the speciﬁcs of this proposition depend on the assumptions of the
model, including the absence of explicit wage setting, the qualitative effects
seem to be robust to such changes. This is also suggested by the fact that sorting is efﬁcient.
To see intuitively what is happening in the proposition, consider ﬁrst the
upper graph of Figure 2. All beliefs are represented along the horizontal line.
There are two managers who have approximately opposite beliefs, M1,A and
M2,A, but with M1 having slightly stronger beliefs. Consider now an employee
with belief E ¼ 1/2. Since project types A and B are equivalent in the eyes of
this employee, he only cares about the probability of implementation. So he
will join the ﬁrm with the manager with the strongest conviction, which is M1.
Given that his preference is strict and utilities are continuous, the cutoff  must
be strictly to the left of 1/2. Note now two things:
1. The employee with E ¼ 1/2 is closer to M2 in terms of beliefs, but goes
to ﬁrm F1, since M1 ‘‘knows better what she wants.’’
2. As M1 becomes more convinced, she becomes more attractive to work
for. In particular, an employee that before was indifferent will now go to
work for M1. So  shifts to the left as M1 shifts to the right. The same is
true for M2. This gives the lower graph.
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The following proposition says that the ﬁrm with the stronger vision attracts
precisely those employees who take action according to its manager’s beliefs.
Corollary 2. If manager M1 has the stronger belief, that is,  M1 >  M2, then
any employee who joins F1 will choose the action preferred by its manager,that
is, X ¼ argmaxY 2 fA, Bg M1,Y, while any employee who joins F2 will choose the
other action (which might or might not be preferred by M2).
The intuition is that an agent who goes to F2 and undertakes action A would
have been better off going to F1 while still undertaking A, and vice versa.
The result also implies that ﬁrm 2 gets ‘‘pushed’’ into undertaking B, even if
its manager thinks A is better. Firm 2 might thus be better off hiring a manager
with the opposite vision of ﬁrm 1, or a manager whose vision is even stronger
than M1 ’s belief. This raises the issue how ﬁrms will compete on vision, which
is outside the scope of the current article.10
Note that the model implicitly assumes that ﬁrms are not limited in size: they
hire any employee who comes their way. This leads to the surprising result that
the more visionary ﬁrm tends to be larger and have employees with more diverse beliefs. Typically, however, ﬁrms are not so ﬂexible in terms of their
size. Taking into account such limitations would make the results less extreme.
The same is true if there were a larger state space.
The alignment of beliefs, both between a manager and her employees and
among the employees, has broad implications. The next two subsections consider some basic implications for incentives and coordination. Further implications, for, for example, experimentation, learning, communication, conﬂict,
or delegation, are outside the scope of the current article.
4.2 The Impact of Sorting on Incentives

In Section 3, I concluded that stronger managerial beliefs could demotivate
and reduce employees’ utility, that is, if they favored the other action so
strongly that they act against the manager’s opinion. Sorting, however, will
reduce this negative effect on incentives since potential employees who
strongly disagree with the manager will go elsewhere. In particular, in the current setting the negative effect on incentives will be completely eliminated for
the more visionary of the two ﬁrms since all its employees end up choosing
according to the manager’s beliefs. Vision will thus always motivate.
Corollary 3. If M1 has the stronger belief ( M1 >  M2), then the effort and
utility of F1’s employees increase in M1 ,A and thus in  M1.
4.3 The Impact of Sorting on Coordination

The literature on vision has stressed its coordinating effects (Bennis and
Nanus, 1985). While a full study of coordination is beyond the scope of this
article, it is useful to consider how strong managerial beliefs might improve
10. Analysis on a simple model suggests that such competition will often lead to even more
extreme beliefs.
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coordination in this setting. There are essentially three mechanisms through
which vision aligns employees’ actions.
1. In choosing their actions, employees are inﬂuenced by their manager’s
beliefs. Since all employees face the same managerial beliefs, their
actions will become aligned.
2. Employees who take actions that ﬁt the manager’s beliefs exert more
effort than others, further strengthening the alignment.
3. The sorting effect directly aligns the beliefs of the employees. This also
aligns their actions.
4.4 Visionary Organizations

The analysis suggests the following characteristics of a ‘‘visionary
organization.’’
 Even when employees choose their projects without intervention from the
top, they choose what management would want them to choose. This
strengthens the case for delegation.
 The employees’ projects are aligned without any explicit coordination
mechanism.
 Visionary ﬁrms also attract employees who do not agree with the vision,
but who are attracted by its conviction.
 Vision motivates all employees, including those who think the other
project is better.
As mentioned earlier, however, visionary organizations also have undesirable characteristics. In particular, managers with strong beliefs invest (ex post)
inefﬁciently, while their strong beliefs slow learning and adaptation.
4.5 Allocation of Authority

This is also a good point to consider the allocation of authority in the model.
The model assumes, in particular, that the employee chooses the project type.
This is a realistic assumption in many settings. For new product designs or
marketing campaigns, for example, general managers typically only get involved when the projects are in a fairly advanced stage.
There are, however, equally important settings where the project type is
chosen up front by the manager and imposed on the employee.11 How does
that change the results? Note ﬁrst that a manager who believes in B might still
choose A, since she cares how much effort her employee spends on the project.
An employee who believes in A might also still prefer to go to a ﬁrm that
makes him do B, if the probability of implementation is sufﬁciently higher.
However, an employee who ends up working on A will always end up doing
so in the ﬁrm with the manager who believes most in A. From all these
11. Even when the project type decision is taken on an intermediate level, the project type gets
imposed on employees below that level.
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arguments, it follows that all qualitative results will be preserved, though the
cutoff points will be different, putting more weight on the manager’s beliefs.

5. Proﬁtability of Vision
A key question remains: Is vision good or bad? In other words, can we say
anything about when a company gains from hiring a CEO with vision? In line
with the discussion in Section 2 on the outsider’s perspective, I will consider
here the question, ‘‘Given some reference p, where we assume 1 > p > 1/2, is
the optimal belief of the manager M;A > p?’’ Remember that I abstract from
the ‘‘dark side’’ aspects of vision as mentioned in the introduction, that is,
I only consider whether a rational, well-informed, and correctly incentivized
board should select a manager with beliefs that are stronger than its own.
The essential conclusions of this section are as follows. Absent sorting, vision is optimal for a restricted but important class of belief distributions. With
sorting, vision is optimal under even more general conditions. Furthermore,
the impact of vision decreases as the uncertainty goes to zero, but increases
as incontractible actions become more important.
For the analysis it is useful to remember that, apart from the coordination
effect, there are three forces in the model that determine the optimal CEO belief: the motivation/demotivation effect, the inﬂuence on the project choice,
and the cost of wrong implementation decisions.
5.1 Profitability of Vision Absent Sorting

Consider ﬁrst the case without sorting. With employees’ beliefs drawn from
a distribution F, the ﬁrm’s reference expected proﬁts can be written
Z M;B

M;B 
2
E½ ¼
M;B ð1  pÞ 
êM
f ðuÞdu
2
0Z


1
M;A
2
M;A p 
êM
f ðuÞdu:
þ
2
M;B
Since the balance of forces depends on the distribution of beliefs, I need further
assumptions. Consider, in particular, the following important class of distributions that allows clear conclusions.
Assumption 3. All agents think that A is the optimal project, that is, supp F Ì
(1/2, 1].
This assumption will, for example, be satisﬁed when all employees hold
approximately the reference belief. It eliminates all employees who get demotivated or switch actions as the manager is more convinced. The remaining trade-off is then between the motivation effect and the cost of wrong
implementation.
Proposition 4. Let Assumption 3 hold. If, in deviation from the general
setup, the agent always generates a project, independent of his effort, then
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the unique optimal belief is the reference belief. If, as in the original setup, the
probability of generating a project is e , then vision is strictly optimal.
The intuition is that the motivation effect dominates as long as there is some
role for effort, since the effect of wrong implementations is second order at
M,A ¼ p. When the motivation effect is completely absent, then the cost of
wrong decisions makes the reference belief optimal.
2
For a practical example, let  E ¼  M ¼ 1/2 and cðeÞ ¼ e8 : In that case, the
4p
optimal belief is M;A ¼ minð 3 ; 1Þ for any distribution of beliefs that satisﬁes
Assumption 3.

5.2 Profitability of Vision with Sorting

When sorting occurs, an important cost of vision gets eliminated for the most
visionary ﬁrm: no employee will get demotivated by the manager’s vision.
Moreover, at small levels of overconﬁdence the cost of wrong implementations is second order, since it concerns only projects that go marginally the
other way. This suggests that ‘‘vision is always good in moderate amounts.’’
There is still one caveat, however: it is theoretically possible that all potential
employees hold beliefs opposite to the reference belief p. A visionary ﬁrm
(M > p) could then end up with nearly no employees and thus nearly no
proﬁts.
For the formal analysis, let the focal ﬁrm face one competitor whose
manager holds the reference belief p. Consider the following alternate
assumptions.
Assumption 4. The support of F is contained in [(1  p), 1].
Assumption 5. The distribution of beliefs F ﬁrst-order stochastically dominates some symmetric distribution12 and 1/2 < p < 1.
This second assumption says that the distribution of beliefs weakly favors the
side of the reference belief, in the sense that it can be generated from some symmetric distribution by moving some probability mass up. This holds, for example, when F(x)  1  F(1  x) or when F is the beta-distribution
Ðx
Ð1
Fðx; a; bÞ ¼ ð 0 ua1 ð1  uÞb1 duÞ=ð 0 ua1 ð1  uÞb1 duÞ with 0 < b  a < N.
The following results conﬁrm that vision is optimal under either of the above
assumptions.
Proposition 5. Under either Assumption 4 or Assumption 5, vision is optimal (against a ﬁrm with M ¼ p).
Figure23 shows the optimal belief in function of p when  E ¼  M ¼ 1/2 and
cðeÞ ¼ ðe8 Þ and the employee beliefs are distributed U[0, 1].
12. A distribution F ﬁrst-order stochastically dominates a distribution G when F is generated
from G by adding to every outcome some nonnegative random variable. An alternative deﬁnition is
that F  G, that is, some probability mass of G is shifted upward to obtain F.
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Figure 3. The optimal belief (against a firm with ÔreferenceÕ beliefs) in function of the ref2
erence belief for cE ¼ cM ¼ 1=2 and cðeÞ ¼ e8 :

5.3 Comparative Statics
5.3.1 Uncertainty. One would expect the impact of vision to decrease as the

uncertainty about the true state goes to zero. The reason is that with less uncertainty, there is less room for a manager to be overconﬁdent and thus for vision to make a difference. This would explain why vision seems more important
in high-tech industries than, say, in the steel industry. And it is indeed what
happens in the model.
With sorting, however, we have to be careful in stating the result. In this
case, the gain from vision has two components. The ﬁrst is the gain from inducing sorting with a minimum (limit) deviation from the reference belief,
which I call the pure sorting effect. The second is the extra gain from holding
a belief that is strictly greater than p, which I call the gain beyond the pure
sorting effect. The result applies only to the latter.
For the formal statement of the result, note that the measure for ‘‘uncertainty’’
is p(1  p), the variance of the binomial distribution generated by the reference
probability. The condition in the following proposition that p ! 1 thus captures
the fact that the uncertainty decreases (given that I assumed p  1/2).
Proposition 6. d Absent sorting, the
 proﬁt gain from vision, if any, con
verges to zero as p ! 1. Formally maxM;A  p E½  E½ j M;A ¼ p !
0 as p ! 1:
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d When vision is optimal under sorting, the proﬁt gain from vision beyond

pure sorting converges to zero as p ! 1: Formally maxM;A  p E½
limM ;A #p E½ ! 0 as p ! 1:

Another important parameter is the degree to which
actions are contractible. To see its impact, consider the following extension
of the model without sorting (Section 5.1, including Assumption 3). Let there
be two parts to each job. The total payoff to the employee and to the ﬁrm is 
times the payoff from the ﬁrst part of the job plus (1 –  ) times the payoff from
the second part. The ﬁrst part of the job is exactly as in the original model. The
second part of the job differs in one important aspect from the original model:
all decisions and revenue streams are contractible up front. Assume in particular that the manager makes the employee a take-it-or-leave-it offer about
a contract on the second part of the job. If the employee rejects, the game
continues as if only the ﬁrst part of the job existed. Note that  now measures
the degree to which the actions are incontractible. The following proposition
says that the optimal level of vision increases as the incontractible actions become more important, that is, as  increases.
5.3.2 Contractibility.

Proposition 7. For a given p, the optimal M increases in .

5.4 Why the Best and Worst Firms Are Always Visionary

Vision and strong beliefs also increase the variance of performance. If you act
as if you know the future and you turn out to be right, then your actions will be
ex post optimal, even if they were ex ante suboptimal given the objective odds.
This suggests that even when vision is not optimal, ex post the best (but also
worst) ﬁrms in the market will be those with visionary managers. This is especially important for empirical analyses of the effects of vision on ﬁrm performance, since it may induce a strong selection bias.
To conﬁrm this argument formally, consider the following setting, which
corresponds to the situation of the ﬁrst part of Proposition 4: each ﬁrm has
one employee, all employees have reference beliefs E ¼ p; there is no sorting,
and an employee always comes up with a project independent of his or her
effort. Proposition 4 then says that it is optimal to hire a manager with the
reference belief (‘‘no vision’’). Consider now four managers with beliefs
1 > 1/2, 2 ¼ 1  1, 3 ¼ p with 1/2 < p < 1, and 4 ¼ 1  3. I denote
managers 1 and 2 as ‘‘visionary’’ managers and the others as ‘‘regular’’ managers since  1 ¼  2 >  3 ¼  4 ¼ p. Let i denote the ex post proﬁts of ﬁrm i.
The following proposition says that ex post the best ﬁrm is a visionary ﬁrm,
although ex ante its expected proﬁt is lower than that of a regular ﬁrm.
Proposition 8. Max(1, 2)  max(3, 4) and E[max(1, 2)  max(3,
4)] > 0 and increases in the uncertainty p(1  p). However, E[1] ¼ E[2] <
E[3] ¼ E[4].
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Alternatively, I could have showed that the proportion of visionary managers among the ﬁrms with the highest proﬁts is higher than in the population at
large, or that, with a sufﬁcient number of ﬁrms and multiple projects per ﬁrm,
almost surely the best ﬁrm is visionary.
This observation might explain why many famous ‘‘visionary’’ managers
were founders or cofounders of their ﬁrm (e.g., Steve Jobs, Sam Walton, Bill
Gates, Larry Ellison, Scott McNealy): these people might actually have had too
strong beliefs (from an ex ante perspective), but happened to be right. Such extreme believers will spend extreme effort on their ideas. The fact that this spurious effect will be stronger as there is more underlying uncertainty might also
explain why four out of the ﬁve names above come from the software sector.
6. A Note on Testing the Theory
Testing the theory is the most important next step in terms of further research.
The key challenge is to operationalize the concept of vision to an extent that it
can be translated into measurable proxies. In particular, the theory is about
beliefs and perceptions of beliefs, which we don’t observe.
One approach, though with many caveats, would be to start from the type of
surveys that psychology uses in an attempt to measure beliefs and perceptions.
A more indirect alternative would be to measure observable behaviors that are
supposed to correlate with strong beliefs about the ﬁrm’s course of action, as,
for example, in Malmendier and Tate (2003). At this point it is unclear whether
either method can lead to a measure of vision with a sufﬁcient degree of validity. It may therefore be necessary to further operationalize the concept to an
extent that we can actually test the theory.
If satisfactory measures or proxies can be developed, then potential tests of the
theory could be based on the prediction that vision is more important in industries
with higher uncertainty and incontractibility or on the predicted relationship between, on the one hand, the congruence between the employee’s and management’s beliefs and, on the other hand, job selection, satisfaction, and motivation.
An experimental approach could be useful for the more modest objective
of testing the sorting mechanism behind the model. A possible setup would
be to put the subjects in the role of potential employees and face them with
exactly the situation in the article. To endow the subjects with a prior, they may
get told the likelihood of success of the different projects and also be
informed about the beliefs of the CEOs, very much in the way that subjects
get endowed with utility in auction experiments, such as Ariely, Ockenfels,
and Roth (2002).
6.1 Some Related Evidence

While there are as yet no direct tests of the theory, there is some related evidence that is worth mentioning.
The ﬁrst is evidence that a ﬁt in terms of work values inﬂuences hiring,
satisfaction, and turnover (Meglino, Ravlin, and Adkins, 1989; Chatman,
1991; Judge and Bretz, 1992; Chatman et al., 2001). While it is debatable
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how closely values and beliefs are related,13 this shows at least that job choice
is not exclusively determined by wages, skills, and job description.
Another prediction of the theory is that a replacement of the CEO by someone with different beliefs should cause turnover immediately below her. If
outsiders are more likely to have different beliefs than insiders, then succession
by an outsider should also cause more turnover than by an insider. While this is
consistent with the evidence of Hayes, Oyer, and Schaefer (2002), there are
other explanations for these observations, such as nepotism or career politics.
On the other hand, however, the richer stories from the business press on mergers and acquisitions support the idea that such turnover may be caused, at least
in part, by differences in opinions about the right course of action for the ﬁrm.
7. Conclusion
This article showed how vision, in the sense of a strong belief by the manager,
causes sorting in the labor market that aligns the beliefs of employees with
those of the manager, and indirectly with those of each other. This alignment
has important consequences for incentives and coordination. The article concluded that some degree of vision is proﬁtable under relatively weak conditions, although it can also have its dark sides, and that the optimal beliefs are
strongest under high uncertainty and low contractibility. Vision also increases
the variance of performance, which may cause a selection bias.
The sorting mechanism in this article makes the employees’ beliefs more
homogeneous. The relationship with corporate culture (Schein, 1985; Kotter
and Heskett, 1992) is explored in more detail elsewhere (Van den Steen,
2004b). From that culture perspective, the mechanism in this article suggests
a role for leaders in the formation of culture.
Overall, the article shows that a manager can have an important indirect
inﬂuence on her ﬁrm’s behavior and performance. The most pressing need
in terms of further research is to test the theory empirically. An important step
in that direction would be to operationalize the notion of vision to a degree that
we can measure it with available proxies. There are also potential theoretical
extensions, especially the role of dynamic elements such as succession, learning, and communication. More broadly, the theoretical and empirical study of
heterogenous beliefs may make a real contribution to our understanding of
organizations and ﬁrms.
Appendix A: Robustness of the Results and Potential Objections
A.1 Variations on the Model

Consider ﬁrst what happens when effort becomes contractible. Assume in particular that the ﬁrm can offer an effort-based compensation b(e), which the
employee can reject. If the employee rejects, the game just proceeds as before.
13. A work value such as ‘‘customers ﬁrst’’ may be driven by an underlying belief that ‘‘customers ﬁrst’’ is more likely to lead to long-term success than, for example, ‘‘employees ﬁrst.’’
There are, however, cases where the potential link is more tenuous.
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The following informal argument suggests that all qualitative results are preserved in this case. Let ẽ and ê denote the effort that the employee would
choose with and without the extra compensation scheme. Any compensation
scheme b(e) can be replicated by one that also induces ẽ and that simply consists of a bonus b̃ ¼ bðẽÞ  bðê) if and only if the employee chooses e ¼ ẽ:
This bonus must be non negative (since the employee can always reject
b(e) and choose ẽ anyways). It must be that ẽ  ê, since the ﬁrm will never
pay anything extra for a lower effort, and that b̃ ¼ ½ê  ẽM;X E;X M E 
½cðêÞ  cðẽÞ; since this is the minimum to make the employee choose ẽ:
The employee’s project choice and utility will thus be the same as in the original
game, so that the satisfaction and sorting effects are preserved. The effort will be
larger than before, but still moves in the same way with the manager’s  i.
If the project type were contractible, then the qualitative effects would again
be preserved. While the manager’s beliefs will get more weight, the choice of
project type will still be inﬂuenced by both beliefs (since the manager wants to
motivate the employee to spend effort). The employee’s utility and effort also
still depend on his own and his manager’s beliefs, so that there will be sorting.
Consider now some more structural changes to the model. Consider ﬁrst the
role of employee effort e. In particular, in the model, employee utility was
strictly increasing and supermodular in e, M,Y and E,Y. While this appears
to be the more natural case, these properties do not necessarily always hold in
modiﬁed games.14 The property that the employee’s utility increases in the manager’s belief in his project seems to hold in most situations. In that case, vision
still causes sorting and an increase in utility. The complementarity between e
and M,Y, however, is more fragile. In some situations, the motivation effect may
get lost or even reversed. If so, the optimality of vision depends on the exact
strength and interaction of the different effects.
A.2 Potential Objections

A potential issue is the fact that many decisions are taken without the CEO’s
involvement. Sorting, however, happens even if a CEO intervenes only sporadically. Moreover, CEO’s do get involved in the key decisions, which are
typically the ones employees care most about. Finally, there is also a cascading
effect: the CEO’s beliefs cause a sorting on the level just below him, which
then leads to similar effects on the next level.
But wouldn’t it be easier or more effective to relax the budget procedures
(to accept more projects) instead of hiring a visionary manager? Budgeting tweaks, however, will not cause any sorting unless the project type is
14. Consider, for example, the following modiﬁcation. Let the cost of implementation be distributed according to some general distribution function G. Let e now be the probability that the
employee’s project will be a success conditional on being of the right type (i.e., conditional on ﬁtting
the state), instead of the probability that the employee comes up with a proposal. In this case, the
employee’s overall utility function becomes  ME,Y eG( MM,Y e). Complementarity between M,Y
and e now depends on the behavior of g#. Another possible modiﬁcation is that where the effort e is
expended after the project is approved (with e then being the probability of success conditional on
being of the right type). In this case, there will be no interaction between e and M,Y.
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contractible. Moreover, the budget procedures rely on estimates of future revenues and costs, which are by deﬁnition subjective and thus dependent on managerial beliefs.15 Finally, there is the problem of commitment. Budget
approval procedures are usually under the authority of the CEO, who can overrule them at any time. So, in the end, the manager’s beliefs will matter anyway.
Why can’t CEOs simply ‘‘proclaim’’ the vision without actually holding
extreme beliefs? This is again an issue of commitment: if lower-level managers don’t expect the CEO to follow up on her claims, then they will also not
change their actions. The only real commitment, apart from contracting, comes
from the manager’s beliefs.
Appendix B: Proofs of the Propositions
Proof of Proposition 1. Since the employee solves maxe2[0,1],Y2fA,Bg
e E MM,YE,Y  c(e), he chooses the project X with the highest E,YM,Y,
and then solves maxe2[0,1] e E MM,XE,X  c(e). Let  i >  j and let
wlog A ¼ argmaxY2fA,Bgi,Y. If also argmaxY2fA,Bgj,Y ¼ A, then E,AM,A ¼
 i j > 1/4 > (1   i)(1   j) ¼ E,BM,B, else E,AM,A ¼  i(1   j) >
(1   i) j ¼ E,BM,B. In either case, the employee chooses the action preferred by i. If  M ¼  E and M 6¼ E, then, by Assumption 1, the employee
does as his manager prefers. n
Proof of Corollary 1. Let, wlog, M,A > 1/2, so that  M ¼
Ð 1M,A. The probability that the decision follows the manager’s belief is 1M ;A dF; which
increases in M,A and thus in  M. n
Proof of Proposition 2. I ﬁrst show that, with X the project undertaken, ‘‘ê
and û strictly increase in i,X on N.’’ With l(e) ¼ c#(e), we have that ê ¼
l1 ( E ME,XM,X), so that ðd êÞ=di;X ¼ ½l1 ðÞ#  E Mi,X, which is strictly
positive. This implies the ﬁrst part of the statement. The second part follows
from applying an envelope theorem on the employee’s problem, maxe2[0,1]
e E ME,XM,X  c(e).
Assume now that the manager strictly prefers project A, that is, M;A > 1=2;
so that M ¼ M;A : If now X ¼ A, then ðd êÞ=dM ¼ ðd êÞ=dM;A ¼ ðd êÞ=
dM;X > 0: If X ¼ B, then M,X ¼ M,B ¼ 1  M,A ¼ 1   M, so that
ðd êÞ=dM ¼ ðd êÞ=dM;A ¼ ðd êÞ=dM;X < 0: The other arguments are
analogous. n
Proof of Proposition 3. I claim ﬁrst of all that in any subgame perfect equi who join F1 choose A and all those who
librium, all employees (with E 6¼ )
join F2 choose B. This follows by contradiction: an employee who joins F1 but
chose B would be strictly better off joining F2 and choosing B. Next, given that
F1 (respectively F2) employees choose A (respectively B), an employee strictly
prefers F1 if maxe2[0,1] e E ME,AM1,A  c(e) > maxe2[0,1] e E ME,BM2,B 
15. Motorola thought that there was a huge market for globally functioning mobile phones,
even if the phone weighed a few pounds. More restrictive budget procedures probably wouldn’t
have prevented them from sinking $6 billion dollars in the Iridium project.
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c(e) or if (by an envelope theorem argument) E;A M1 ;A > E;B M2 ;B or if
E;A > :
 The fact that  decreases in M1,A
An analogous argument works for E < :
and M2,A follows from its deﬁnition. n
Proof of Corollary 2. This follows directly from the proof of Proposition 3. n
Proof of Corollary 3. By the earlier results, all employees of F1 choose A .
The corollary then follows from monotone comparative statics and an envelope theorem on the employee’s problem. n
Lemma 1. Absent sorting, the optimal M,A increases in p.
Proof. It is sufﬁcient to show that E½^
O  is supermodular in p and M,A . The
proﬁt equation is
!
Z M;B
2M;B
2
E½^
O  ¼
êM ð1  pÞM;B 
f ðuÞdu
2
0
!
Z 1
2M;A
2
êM pM;A 
f ðuÞdu;
þ
2
M;B
where I suppressed notation that indicates that ê depends on both agents’ beliefs
and onthe action taken. The cross partial of thisfunctionin (p, M,A) is positive. n
Proof of Proposition 4. I ﬁrst want to show that ^M;A  1=2: By Lemma 1
above, it is sufﬁcient to show this for p ¼ 1/2. By contradiction, assume that
M;A < 1=2 while p ¼ 1/2, then ﬁrm proﬁts are
E½^
O  ¼

Z

M;B
1=2

2
M;B
êM

M;A
f ðuÞdu þ
2

Z

1

M;B

2
M;A
êM



M;B

2



f ðuÞdu:

Consider now what happens if we select instead a manager with belief M,A ¼
1  M,A > 1/2.



Employees who before chose A will still choose A , but their effort strictly
increases. This implies that the second term strictly increases.
Employees who before chose B will now choose A . By the relation
between M,A and M,A , the M,X (the manager’s belief in the action chosen
by the employee) remains the same. E,X on the contrary increases (since
by Assumption 3, all employees believe more in A than in B ), so that again
employee effort increases. This implies that the ﬁrst term increases.

This implies that overall the ﬁrm proﬁts increase, so
optimal.
Consider now the case that the employee always
ject, independent of his effort. The employee sets
the action that maximizes E;Y M;Y : Since ^M ;A

that M,A < 1/2 is not
comes up with a proê ¼ 0 and undertakes
 1=2; proﬁt equals
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R1 2
E½^
O  ¼ 1=2 M
M;A p  M;A =2 f ðuÞdu; which is maximized at ^M;A ¼ p:
This proves the ﬁrst part of the proposition.RFor the second
 part, the ﬁrm
 proﬁt
1
2
when M;A  1=2 is E½^
O  ¼ maxM;A 1=2 êM
M;A p  M;A =2 f ðuÞdu;
where the maximum is well deﬁned since the proﬁt function is continuous
in M,A on [1/2, 1]. The derivative of the integrand (for M,A) is strictly positive
for 1/2  M,A  p and continuous in M,A. It thus follows that the optimal M,A
is strictly larger than p and thus that vision is optimal. n
For the proﬁtability with sorting, remember that I assumed that 1 > p >
1/2 and that the focal ﬁrm F faces one competitor with belief  ¼ p. Let us
ﬁrst introduce some notation. Let ^H ¼ maxF;A  p E½ when F attracts all
 and let ^FH be the corresponding maximizer.
employees with E;A  ;
Analogously, let ^L ¼ maxF;A  p E½ when F attracts all employees with
 and let ^FL be the maximizer. Note that this implies that
E;A  ;
0  ^FL  p  ^FH  1:
Let ~L be the proﬁt of F when F,A ¼ p, but F attracts all employees with
E, A < (1  p); ~H be the proﬁt of F when F,A ¼ p, but F attracts all employees with E,A  (1  p); ~M be the proﬁt of F when F,A ¼ p and employees are
allocated randomly between the two ﬁrms with equal probability. Note that it is
always true that ^H  ~H and ^L  ~L : Finally, let F  ðxÞ ¼ limu"x FðuÞ and
F þ ðxÞ ¼ limu#x FðuÞ:
Lemma 2. If F (1  p) < 1, then ^F > p: If F þ(1  p) > 0, then ^F < p:
H
L
Finally, if F (1  p) < 1 or F þ(1  p) > 0, then either ^L > ~M or ^H > ~M
or both. If both conditions are satisﬁed (which is the case when F has
full support), then the optimal belief is strictly different from the
reference belief.
Proof. Consider the ﬁrst part of the lemma, so assume 1 – F (1  p) > 0.
 its
Conditional on F;A  p and F attracting all employees with E;A  ;
optimal proﬁts are
^H ¼ max
F;A

Z

1



êF2



2F;A
pF;A 
f ðuÞdu
2

with  ¼ ð1  pÞ=ðF;A þ 1  pÞ: This proﬁt function is (right) continuously
differentiable in F,A on [p, 1). Its right derivative in F,A at F,A ¼ p is
d ^H
dF;A

þ

¼
F;A ¼p

Z

1

1p

F2

p2 d ê
p2 d 
f ðuÞdu  êF2
f ð1  pÞ:
2 dF;A
2 dF;A


The second term is nonnegative, since ðd Þ=d
F;A  0: The ﬁrst term is
strictly positive, since F(1  p) < 1 and ðd êÞ=dF;A > 0: This implies that
the optimal ^F > p: Note that this also implies that ^H > ~H : The argument
for the second part is analogous and implies ^L > ~L :
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I now show that if F (1  p) < 1 or F þ(1  p) > 0, then either ^L > ~M or
^H > ~M or both. Just checking deﬁnitions of ~L , ~H ; and ~M shows that
~L þ ~H ¼ 2~
M : But it is always true that ^H  ~H and ^L  ~L ; with
one of these strict when F (1  p) < 1 or F þ(1  p) > 0. This implies that
under that condition ^L þ ^H > ~L þ ~H ¼ 2~
M ; which implies that
maxð^
L ; ^H Þ > ~M :
The very last part follows from the fact that when F (1  p) < 1 and
þ
F (1  p) > 0, then ^FH > p and ^FL < p: n
Proof of Proposition 5. For Assumption 5, this follows immediately from
the lemmas that follow. For Assumption 4, it is immediate that the optimal
belief must be   p, since a ﬁrm with  < p has no employees. Next, there
exist some  > p that gives the focal ﬁrm higher proﬁts than  ¼ p (since with
 > p all the employees prefer the focal ﬁrm, while they randomize between
the two when  ¼ p). Finally, the right derivative (in the manager’s belief) of
ﬁrm proﬁt at  ¼ p is strictly positive, so that the optimal belief subject to  2
(p, 1] is well deﬁned. n
Lemma 3. Vision is optimal (against a ﬁrm with reference beliefs) for any
symmetric distribution of beliefs.
Proof. Fix a symmetric distribution of beliefs F. Note that it is always true
that F (1  p) < 1, so that ^FH > p: Consider ﬁrst the case where p ¼ 1  p ¼
1/2. By symmetry, ^H ¼ ^L so that vision (^
F > p) is (weakly) optimal.
As
p
increases,

^
strictly
increases
since
ðd ^H Þ=dp ¼ ð@ ^H Þ=@p ¼
H
R1 2
e

f
ðuÞdu
>
0;
while

^
(weakly)
decreases
since ðd ^L Þ=dp ¼
F
;A
L
H
FH

R 
ð@ ^L Þ=@p ¼  0 eF2 L FL ;B f ðuÞdu  0: This implies that for all p > 1/2,
^H > ^L :
Lemma 4. Let G and H be distribution functions on [a, b], with H ﬁrst-order
stochastic dominates (FOSD) G. Let further kð; xÞ ¼ EuHþð1ÞG
½f3 ðx; uÞ j f1 ðxÞ  u  f2 ðxÞ with  2 [0, 1], a  f1  f2  b and f3 u-measurable. Finally, let K() ¼ maxx2X k(, x) be well-deﬁned for  2 f0, 1g. If f3(x, u)
increases in u (for ﬁxed x), then K(1)  K(0).
Proof. Let f3(x, u) be increasing in u. Since H FOSD G, the basic theorem on
FOSD says that for any ﬁxed x 2 X, kð1; xÞ ¼ EuH ½f3 ðx; uÞ j f1 ðxÞ 
u  f2 ðxÞ  EuG ½f3 ðx; uÞ j f1 ðxÞ  u  f2 ðxÞ ¼ kð0; xÞ:
Let ^xH 2 argmaxx2X kð1; xÞ and ^xG 2 argmaxx2X kð0; xÞ, which exist by
assumption. It then follows that Kð1Þ ¼ kð1; ^xH Þ  kð1; ^xG Þ  kð0; ^xG Þ ¼
Kð0Þ which proves the lemma. n
Lemma 5. If vision is optimal for some belief distribution G, then it is optimal for any belief distribution H that FOSD G.
Proof. The fact that vision is optimal for some
R 1 belief distribution G implies
that ^H;G  ^L;G ; where ^H;G ¼ maxFH  p H êF2 ðpFH  ð2FH =2ÞÞgðuÞdu
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R 
with H ¼ ð1  pÞ=ðFH þ 1  pÞ and ^L;G ¼ maxFL ;B  1p 0 L êF2 ðð1  pÞ
FL ;B  ð2FL ;B =2ÞÞgðuÞdu with L ¼ ð1  FL Þ=ðp þ 1  FL Þ:
Deﬁne now H ðFH ; p; H ; uÞ ¼ êF2 ðpFH  2FH =2Þ if u 
 H and zero
otherwise. Deﬁne analogously L ðFL ; p; L ; uÞ ¼ êF2 ð1  pÞFL ;B 
ð2FL ;B =2ÞÞ
that ^H;G ¼
R 1 if u  L and zero otherwise. It then follows
R1
maxFH 0 H ðFH ; p; H ; uÞgðuÞdu and ^L;G ¼ maxFL 0 L ðFL ; p; L ; uÞ
gðuÞdu: By Lemma 4, it sufﬁces to show that  H increases and  L
decreases in u, to conclude that ^H;H  ^H;G  ^L;G  ^L;H ; which
would imply the proposition. The rest of this proof shows that that is indeed
the case.
Note ﬁrst that the optimal FH and FL,B must be such that
!


2FL ;B
2FH
pFH 
> 0 and
ð1  pÞFL ;B 
> 0;
2
2
since otherwise proﬁts are nonpositive, while in each case, it is always possible
to set F ¼ p, which gives strictly positive proﬁts. But then the inequalities
follow immediately: For  H (using the fact that H is no function of u): the
derivative is zero for u < H ; the function makes a jump upward at H ; and the
derivative for u > H is F2 ðpFH  ð2FH Þ=2Þðd êÞ=du; which is positive (since
ðd êÞ=du is positive for employees who undertake A). An analogous argument
for  L shows that it is decreasing. n
Proof of Proposition 6. For the ﬁrst part of the proposition, note that if
^M ¼ argmaxM ;A  p ðE½Þ; then p  ^M  1: Clearly, as p " 1, ^M " 1:
This, combined with the continuity of the expected proﬁt E½^
O ; implies
the proposition.
For the second part of the proposition, note that vision is optimal so that
p < ^M  1: Clearly, as p " 1, ^M ! 1: But this, combined with continuity
of the proﬁt function E½^
O ; implies the proposition. n
Proof of Proposition 7. Let ^ denote the optimal belief. The value to the
ﬁrm of the second part of the job is
êM ðp  M ÞV þ

êV 2
 cðêÞ ;
2

where V ¼  EE þ  MM and ê ¼ argmaxe ðeV 2 Þ=2  cðeÞ: This can be shown
to increase in M for M < p and decrease in M for M > p. Combined with the
result of Section 5.1, it follows that p  ^ : To see that the result then follows,
~ < :
^ The fact that ^^ is optimal for 
^ means that all M > ^^ are
ﬁx some 
^ the (potential) gain on the ﬁrst task does not compensate the
inferior for :
~ , the (potential) gain
(sure) loss on the second task. But for the smaller 
on the ﬁrst task gets less important and the (sure) loss on the second task gets
~ these M > ^^ are even
more important, so it follows that for the smaller 
more inferior, so that ^~  ^^ : This implies the result. n
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Proof of Proposition 8. Conditional on A being correct, the ex post difference in proﬁt max(1, 2)  max(3, 4) equals
ðM  IÞð1ðM 1 IÞ  1ðM pIÞ Þ;
with 1 denoting the index function. This is everywhere nonnegative, while
its expected value is strictly positive and increases as p decreases. The
result conditional on B being the right project is analogous. The combination implies the ﬁrst part of the proposition. The second part follows from
Proposition 4. n
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